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Socrates, Buddha, Confucius, Jesus 2011-06-01 2011 reprint of 1962 edition full facsimile of the original edition not reproduced
with optical recognition software of all the great minds that have influenced contemporary thought these four have had the most
profound and lasting impact jaspers here provides much insight into these four paradigmatic figures who taught us how to live as
well as how to think the reader will see them as both individual personalities and seminal philosophers of vital importance to this
day
Socrates, Buddha, Confucius, Jesus 1997-07-01 reflecting on the legacy of four great religious figures this book places each
in their historical context offers glimpses of what they were like personally assesses how they saved their followers from
confusion and traces each religious tradition after its founder s death
In the Path of the Masters 2015-05-20 a fascinating look at the founders of the world s main religions the major religious
traditions of the world owe their existence to the vision of an ancient founder this important volume explores the lives of the five
founders of major world religions moses buddha confucius jesus and muhammad chronicling what is actually known of these
charismatic men and introducing readers to the cultural and religious worlds that heard their messages readers in predominantly
christian lands in addition to learning about the lives of confucius buddha and muhammad whom they might not be familiar with
will also be introduced to modern research now casting fresh light on the careers of moses and jesus whether studied individually
or in comparison with one another these biographies together with a chapter on the characteristics of religious leadership chart
the spiritual rivers that continue to feed the diversity of religious expression today
Socrates, Buddha, Confucius, Jesus, the Paradigmatic Individuals 1966 to understand the position of christianity in china
today one must review and assess the long sweep of the history over thirteen hundred years of the christian faith in china
confucius the buddha and christ does that and addresses the essential question of why christianity over all those centuries has
remained foreign to the chinese why it has remained an outsider never able really to enter the warp and woof of chinese life dr
covell s book details and analyzes the history of nestorians catholics and protestants who in various eras have tried
unsuccessfully to knit christianity into the fabric of chinese culture he argues that christianity s failure to become chines has two
roots its foreign connections and its foreign message works have been written to address the history of one or another of the
waves of missionary activity in china this book is unique in that it puts together and assesses the core of christianity it s message
and form in its varied contexts over more than a millennium of chinese history what was preached how why did it fail also studied
here is the only major attempt to christianize china from within the taiping movement in the mid nineteenth century confucius
the buddha and christ is a thoroughly documented in depth case study of contextualization the most significant theme in
contemporary world mission studies it is deceptive not prescriptive its historical perspective opens the door to the only way that
other christians can wisely relate to chinese christianity whether in the people s republic or in the worldwide chinese diaspora
Confucius, Buddha, Jesus, and Muhammad 2010 a part of jaspers s planned universal history of philosophy focusing on the
four paradigmatic individuals who have exerted a historical influence of incomparable scope and depth edited by hannah arendt
index translated by ralph manheim
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The Rivers of Paradise 2001 confucius the buddha jesus and muhammad are among the most thoughtful and influential people in
history by their words and examples they have inspired countless individuals to live better and more meaningful lives and have
shaped the institutions and worldviews we know today four wise men is an accessible introduction to each of these sages viewed
in their historical context and a provocative comparison of their lives and teachings through careful study four wise men
examines the waysthese fascinating figures speak as one as well as the ways in which they differ although their voices come
from the distant past these men still have wise words to say to us today
Confucius, the Buddha, and Christ 2004-01-20 was jesus just a spiritual leader like buddha krishna confucius and muhammad
or is he something more something else entirely in god among sages apologist ken samples offers readers a biblical and historical
portrait of jesus grounded in the claims jesus makes about himself then samples compares and contrasts jesus with buddha
krishna confucius and muhammad using eight relevant categories of evaluation he also helps readers understand the competing
philosophies of religious pluralism inclusivism and exclusivism the result is a clearer understanding of what sets jesus apart as
not simply a teacher to follow but god himself worthy of our full allegiance and worship christians who struggle to answer claims
that jesus was just a good teacher as well as those haven t quite made up their minds about jesus s claims to divinity will value
this accessible introduction to comparative religions
Socrates, Buddha, Confucius, Jesus 1966-03 mediators is macquarrie s term for that handful of outstanding human beings who
inspired the world s great religions he provides lucid and readable portraits of 9 outstanding spiritual geniuses whose visions of
god have been and still are among the most powerful factors shaping the lives of billions of people not only in religion but in
morals politics culture virtually everything that constitutes human existence the 9 are moses zoroaster lao zu buddha confucius
socrates krishna jesus and muhammad in each case macquarrie describes a historical figure who had a special relation to god or
to holy being and who left a body of scripture
Four Wise Men 2018-01-25 this book contains fourteen chapters divided by topic with an introduction to each by the editor the
sayings attributed to the four spiritual masters are arranged side by side over two pages the book also contains a wealth of
photographs an appendix and a general introduction
Founders of Faith 1986 described as unique and a great service to understanding this book is intended for three groups
western buddhists that bulk of the west that have no religious affiliation yet know there is something more to life and buddhists in
asia who follow the encounter of the dharma with the west it highlights the pervasive similarities in the teachings of jesus and the
buddha as they were probably originally presented in its six chapters and appendix it compares the two great teachers the
buddha and jesus briefly charts the process by which experts have produced words readily attributed to jesus and presents a
buddhist imitation of these words based on the hypothetical sayings of jesus it then considers congruence between the buddha s
and jesus teachings before offering both buddhist and christian interpretations an appendix re presents the buddhist imitation of
jesus words as a continuous text dr falvey introduces his work jesus speaking the buddha s words exudes audacity and ignorance
yet this work essentially wrote itself as a product of my socialization a modicum of christian theological study and its explication
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through three decades of casual association with thai buddhism differences between the two traditions such as christianity
relying on a god while buddhism denies the existence of a god proved themselves facile upon consideration of the metaphorical
intent of teachings of both traditions
The Great Philosophers 1957 this book teaches how to be happy and successful though the golden rule and other teachings
topics include success the secret of happiness the golden rule do unto others as you would have others do unto you choosing
good deeds instead of evil having good health not judging others loving your fellow man and others such as choosing humility
instead of arrogance the author has studied the teachings of jesus buddha mohammad and socrates and their religions including
christianity islam buddhism and others and has written about the similarities of all of these religions living the teachings in this
book will lead you to a life of happiness peace love joy and success this book teaches how to become happy by loving your fellow
man and living with compassion kindness and love for others here s a book excerpt the golden rulethe golden rule is the
foundation of the message of the great religions it or some form of it is found in every major religion that exists in the world it is
one of the foundations of judaism christianity islam and zoroastrianism buddhism and taoism do unto others as you would have
others do unto you or treat others the way you want to be treated later in this book i will explain why this is the formula for
happiness and success in addition to the golden rule there is also the silver rule which states the golden rule in the negative do
not do unto others what you don t want to have done unto you here is the golden rule and the silver rule as they appear in all the
world s major religions do unto others as you would have them do unto you christianity hurt not others in ways that you yourself
would find hurtful buddhism harm no other beings they are just your brothers and sisters buddhismregard your neighbor s gain as
your own gain and your neighbor s loss as your own loss taoism what is hateful to you do not do unto your fellow man that is the
entire law all the rest is commentary judaism this is the sum of duty do naught unto others that which would cause you pain if
done unto you brahman a man should wander about treating all creatures in the world as he himself would be treated jainism
men gifted with intelligence and purified souls should always treat others as they themselves wish to be treated hindu
mahabharatasurely it is the maxim of loving kindness do not do unto others what you would not want to have done unto you
confucianismone should never do wrong in return nor mistreat any man no matter how one has been mistreated by him plato s
socrates the seven word expression you shall love your neighbor as yourself appears seven times in the bible that nature alone is
good which refrains from doing unto another whatsoever is not good for itself zoroastrianism if your eyes be inclined to justice
choose for your neighbor that which you would choose for yourself baha i faithdo unto all men as you would wish to have done
unto you and reject for others what you would reject for yourself islamdo good to others as you would like good to be done to you
islam philosophers have been speculating on the rules of human relationships for thousands of years and out of all that
speculation there has evolved only one important precept it is not new it is as old as history zoroaster taught it to his followers in
persia twenty five hundred years ago confucius preached it in china twenty four centuries ago lao tsu the founder of taoism
taught it to his disciples in the valley of the han buddha preached it on the bank of the holy ganges five hundred years before
christ the sacred books of hinduism taught it a thousand years before that jesus taught it among the stony hills of judea nineteen
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centuries ago he summed it up in one thought probably the most important rule in the world do unto others as you would have
others do unto you
Buddha, Confucius, Christ: Three Prophetic Plays 1971 this translation of a 1982 volume published in bern paul haupt verlag by a
swiss theologian with a longstanding interest in dialogue between buddhism and christianity features an examination of the kyoto
school of japanese philosophers who attempted to engage with both christianity and secular wes
God among Sages 2017-01-31 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have
made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high
quality modern editions that are true to the original work
A Chorus of Faith as Heard in the Parliament of Religions 1893 the book why should i believe jesus why not muhammad confucius
or one of many buddha s was first written in an attempt to help clarify a grave misunderstanding between human
accomplishment man and idolatry in action and divine accomplishment a living god in action secondly and no less important is
the fact that millions of online monthly searches take place incorporating such terms as why should i believe jesus is jesus god
did jesus say he was god and so forth clearly indicating that people want and need answers the apples to apples comparison of
12 religious faiths found within the pages of this book simply and clearly delivered will have you never ever worrying again about
what or who to believe get your copy today
From Buddha to Jesus (Chinese Simplified) 2010-05-01 this is a story of how the walking apes of africa were destined to become
the vanguards of evolution humankind and their struggles to tame the chaos in nature and themselves through understanding
however understanding developed slowly from pictures as language to ritual language as art to logic of written language to
observations experimentations and theoretic reasoning to knowledge and the expanding of consciousness to insight five great
teachers emerged in history who brought wisdom to enlighten their cultures and the world they never wrote a book their wisdom
was remembered later written and called the analects the four noble truths the republic the gospels the koran their wisdom has
lasted thousands of years strongly influencing three quarters of the earth s population they were called confucius buddha
socrates jesus and mohammad the lovers of wisdom furthered our understanding and the scientists increased our knowledge
daily while the mystics expanded our consciousness to reach the highest power read this book and learn how the author lost his
scientific skepticism about disembodied consciousness
Mediators Between Human and Divine 1996-04-01 空前絶後の人類史 ついに 偉人たちの生まれ変わりが明かされた 壮大なスケールで開示された過去 現在 未来の真実 あなたの人生観が 今日から
変わる
Socrates, Boeddha, Confucius, Jezus 1960 religious controversies frequently focus on origins and at the origins of the major
religious traditions one typically finds a seminal figure names such as jesus muhammad confucius and moses are well known yet
their status as founders has not gone uncontested the aim of this book is to consider the subtexts of debates about these
founders as an exercise in comparative religion as the contributors survey the landscape shaped by questions within each
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tradition they provide an opportunity to map their contours from a novel perspective
Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, Lao Tzu 2007 buddhism began and flourished half a millennium before jesus was ever born five hundred
years is a long time for a religion to grow so jesus could have easily been influenced by buddhist teachings as proposed by this
book there were many years in the life of jesus that remain unaccounted for goddard reveals evidence that the essenes of whom
jesus had contact with and may have been a member himself had strong buddhist influences reveals that the parallels between
jesus and the buddha are more than just a coincidence
The Buddha's Gospel 2002 presenting a comprehensive portrayal of the reading of chinese and buddhist philosophy in early
twentieth century german thought chinese and buddhist philosophy in early twentieth century german thought examines the
implications of these readings for contemporary issues in comparative and intercultural philosophy through a series of case
studies from the late 19th century and early 20th century eric nelson focuses on the reception and uses of confucianism daoism
and buddhism in german philosophy covering figures as diverse as buber heidegger and misch he argues that the growing
intertextuality between traditions cannot be appropriately interpreted through notions of exclusive identities closed horizons or
unitary traditions providing an account of the context motivations and hermeneutical strategies of early twentieth century
european thinkers interpretation of asian philosophy nelson also throws new light on the question of the relation between
heidegger and asian philosophy reflecting the growing interest in the possibility of intercultural and global philosophy chinese and
buddhist philosophy in early twentieth century german thought opens up the possibility of a more inclusive intercultural
conception of philosophy
Jesus, Buddha, Mohammad, Socrates: The True Religion of Love 2017-09-14 a concise easy to understand study how is
jesus different from other religious leaders presents answers to hard questions of faith buddha confucius gandhi jesus did they all
say the same thing this step by step look at the hard evidence in the bible details the once for all uniqueness of jesus
The Buddha-Christ as the Lord of the True Self 1997 this volume provides an annotated bibliography of the western and
chinese literature on jesus christ in china it is a sequel to the interdisciplinary collection on the manifold faces and images of
jesus throughout chinese history from the tang dynasty 618907 to the present time the present bibliography broadens and
deepens the above mentioned subject matter and also points out aspects which have been addressed in the contributions and
anthologies of the previous volumes of the chinese face of jesus christ but which have not been treated thoroughly another aim
of this bibliography is to initiate and enable further research particularly in china it includes bibliographical data from the
beginning of the introduction of christianity to china until the year 2013 occasionally also until 2014 a list of key references
enables the reader to identify important works on main topics related to jesus christ in china some examples of book covers and
title pages are included in the section of illustrations other volumes of the collection the chinese face of jesus christ are in
preparation vol 3c will present longer quotations from the sources listed in the present bibliography vol 4b will contain a general
index with glossary and vol 5 will deal with the iconography of jesus christ in china
Ancient Masters and Jesus (1905) 2008-06-01 akhnaton hermes trismegistus orpheus zoroaster buddha confucius lao tze plato
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jesus mohammed padma sambhava quetzalcoatl
Why Should I Believe Jesus 2015-01-03 high adventures across earth s most strategic continent result of 15 years of research
and writing w harold fuller s latest book comes out as the world s spotlight swings from the west to asia third in his sun triad fuller
s 12th book reflects 50 years of editing and writing as well as leading seminars on six continents fuller was a founding member of
the association of evangelicals of africa vice chair of world evangelical alliance executive member of evangelical fellowship of
canada efc and member of secretaries of christian communities geneva as well as correspondent for the christian herald
christianity today and others see also run while the sun is hot 1967 africa and tie down the sun 1990 south america fuller was
editor in chief of african challenge sim s sim now and several vernacular publications moody press selected his first travelog run
while the sun is hot for its book of the month club 1968 in 1991 efc awarded first prize to his second travelog tie down the sun efc
s magazine faith today also awarded fuller its 1996 leslie k tarr award in recognition of outstanding contribution to the field of
christian writing sun like thunder combines historical research missiological insight and journalistic skill to impel readers through
asia s revolutionary history and the gospel s regenerating impact to unwrap asia s mysteries with honesty he handles such topics
as islam cross cultural missions and the far east s rising competition with the west many surprises challenge reader
preconceptions
Searching For Power 2012-03-31 based on the author s thesis th d leiden university 1971
黄金の法 1997 this is a new release of the original 1900 edition a critical inquiry into the alleged relations of buddhism with primitive
christianity
Varieties of Religious Invention 2016 voted one of christianity today s 1995 books of the year reasonable concise witty and
wise peter kreeft and ronald k tacelli have written an informative and valuable guidebook for anyone looking for answers to
questions of faith and reason topics include faith and reason the existence of god god s nature how we know god creation and
evolution providence and free will miracles the problem of evil the bible s historical reliability the divinity of christ the
resurrection life after death heaven and hell salvation christianity and other religions objective truth whether you are asking the
questions yourself or want to respond to others who are here is the resource you have been waiting for
The Laws of Perseverance 2014-01-25
Was Jesus Influenced by Buddhism? 2000
Chinese and Buddhist Philosophy in Early Twentieth-Century German Thought 2017-08-24
How is Jesus Different from Other Religious Leaders? 2001
The Chinese Face of Jesus Christ 2017-07-05
China and the Gospel 1870
The Buddha and the Christ 1932
Twelve World Teachers 1937
The Problem of Jesus 1913
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Die maßgebenden Menschen 2013-03-12
Sun Like Thunder 2015-07-15
Jesus Christ in World History 2009
The Dhamma of Gotama the Buddha and the Gospel of Jesus the Christ 2014-03-29
Handbook of Christian Apologetics 2009-09-20
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